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Edu-tech is just right for us
Right Impact of Technology on K-12 education

Next Education has created intensively-
researched, technology-enabled content 
that focuses on 21st-century skills and 
caters to diverse learning needs, abilities 
and styles of students so that no student 
is left out. 

Next Education is working towards 
democratisation of technology through 
its technology-powered content and 
user-friendly interfaces in products such 
as TeachNext, LearnNext+ and Next 
Learning Platform, as well as free mobile 
apps which enable learners to easily 
access standard education. 

Next Education eases collaboration 
between teachers and students through 
its Learning Management System 
(LMS) where students can submit their 
homework online, see their textbooks 
come alive in a digital classroom and have 
online one-on-one tutoring sessions with 
experts. 

Next Education delivers carefully-crafted 
content to ensure effective learning for all. 
Short audiovisual modules cater to visual 
and auditory learners while the labs and 
hand-on activity kits improve learning for 
kinaesthetic learners.

Improved Content: Better Content Delivery: 

Enhanced Communication:Access to Quality Education:
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Our innovative products have 
touched the lives of millions 
of students around the world.
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Creates an engaging & interactive environment 
for 21st-century learners 
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7,000+
Hours of Digital Content

25,000+
Learning Modules

Arabic

NationalCurriculum UK
Common

Core US
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Over 4000+ experiments included in TeachNext help students build a scientific temper.
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There are over 540,000+ subjective and objective questions in the question bank, most of which are mapped
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Social Science
Tools to aid social science education, such as time 
zones, Next maps, model of solar system etc., helps 
make the subject interactive and engaging for 
students.
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Transform your pedagogy with the perfect blend of online 
and offline learning
TeachNext Hybrid Classroom creates a seamless learning environment by combining classroom learning with virtual 
learning. It facilitates a sustainable learning environment that gives children the blended advantage of technology, 
pedagogy, consistency and content.

A winning strategy for the future of learning

Facilitates interactive and engaging learning for students by leveraging the best of both 
in-class and online experience

Improves teachers’ efficiency by eliminating the need for repeating lectures

Gives teachers full control of the class

Facilitates better tracking of students’ progress through digital tools and platforms

Cost-effective and transparent teaching-learning approach
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The Hybrid Classroom is a contemporary academic solution that benefits 
all K-12 stakeholders:

School & 
Teachers

Students & 
Parents

Leveraging the best of online and offline learning

An integrated approach to 
save time and effort at a 

reduced cost

Better satisfaction of 
parents as teaching-

learning is transparent

Reduces burden on 
teachers to repeat the 

classes online and offline

No compromise on 
comfort & safety of 

students

Teachers can focus on 
students personalised 

remedials

Students do not miss out 
on classroom interactions

Better student reach with 
more admissions from 

remote locations

Increased access to learning 
through ebooks, pdfs, ppts, 
animated videos and more

Provides 21st-century learning 
experience to students through 

edtech tools

Improved flexibility to 
learn anytime, anywhere

•  Wired microphone without batteries, 
•  A user-friendly wireless microphone, 
•  Webcam and wired microphone that offers the best real-time classroom experience, 
•  Webcam and wireless microphone along with a sound control option for the best live lecture experience

The recommended hardware includes a webcam and microphone
Provides a better teaching-learning experience with better hardware
Multiple hardware options to choose from - 

Easy to set up

Facilitates new-age pedagogy to stay ahead of the curve
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Check out our 
NextCurriculum 
app on

Reading Junction

Meet Mili. She wants to show you her scrapbook.

Hi! I am Mili.  
This is my scrapbook. 
Would you like to see it?

Mili’s Scrapbook 
2 32

01_ICSE_Eng_Grade_1_Book A_Chapter 1.indd   3 24-07-2017   16:41:05
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National Education Policy 2020 envisions an India-centric     
education system that contributes directly to transforming our 
nation sustainably into an equitable and vibrant knowledge society 
by providing high-quality education to all.”

The National Education Policy 2020 recommends a structural, functional and skill-based approach to teaching and 
learning. NextBooks are based on the NextCurriculum, a holistic curriculum based on the 5E Learning Model. The 
curriculum is closely aligned with the NEP 2020 and is designed to recognise, identify and foster the unique capabilities of 
each student.

The teaching methodologies in NextBooks are chosen carefully keeping in mind the requirements of the learners in 
Indian schools. Each chapter in these books lays emphasis on conceptual understanding to stimulate:

To prevent rote learning, the books provide formative assessments in regular intervals for the learners.

The books also use real-life and experience-based examples to teach:

How NextBooks make the 
best of NEP 2020

Creativity Critical thinking Logical decision-making Innovation

Ethics

Human & constitutional values

Life skills such as communication, cooperation, teamwork & resilience

National Education Policy
2020
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NextCurriculum has been carefully designed by industry experts in consultation with leading teachers 
across India to maintain synergy in curriculum across all levels of education.

Implement a curriculum based on NEP 2020 guidelines

The series is further supported by:

‘Beyond the Book’, based 
on the NEP 2020 guidelines 

and interwoven with 21st-
century skills to inculcate a 
holistic learning experience

Teacher Manual that offers 
pedagogical support in the 
form of activities, classroom 
strategies, listening inputs, 
answer keys and question 

banks

Digital content that 
integrates the lessons via 

TeachNext, our award-
winning digital learning 

solution

NextCurriculum App that 
helps the students and 

teachers access the books, 
integrated projects, the 

teacher manual and other 
digital content on a mobile 

device
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Primer Primer A Primer B

Grade 1 Grade 2

Integrated and balanced curriculum for children aged 3 to 8 years.
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Curriculum is based on NEP 2020 guidelines

Focuses on reading, writing, speaking, counting, arithmetic, 
mathematical thinking, art, drama, puppetry, music and movement 

Has wide range of worksheets and activities for skill development 

Contains teaching-learning modules with interactive e-books

Provides concept-based lesson plans with a focus on motivation, 
engagement and thinking 

Supports curriculum implementation and professional 
development sessions for teachers

Components

Why EYLP?

35

Skillsheet Books
and Practice Books

Digital Teaching
Learning Modules

100% Interactive 
e-Books

Self and Teacher 
Assessments

Teachers
Resources

Curriculum 
Implementation Support

Components
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1-5 6-8
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2-41 5

A,B
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An all-in-one AI-ML integrated platform that helps you 
automate academic and administrative workflow across 
the K-12 spectrum.
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The Next Learning Platform is a comprehensive cloud-based education management platform that provides your school 
with the top-notch academic and administrative experience and facilitates distance learning like no other. It is the latest 
way of schooling which brings all stakeholders to ONE platform.

Numerous education tools like NextLMS, Next Assessment, award-winning digital content, NextERP and various third-
party LTI & SCORM compatible resources give you everything a modern classroom needs!

Blended learning
Equipped with live lecture, flipped classroom, digital content and consistent course content

Automated academic operations
Faster course planning through pre-defined lesson plans, assessment generator, question banks, 
digital resources, homework & examination management

Detailed reports & analytics
360-degree analysis of student performance and detailed reports of teachers’ performance, data 
triangulation, attainment and progress monitoring

Role-based access
A secure and tailored portal for each stakeholder

Hybrid classroom support
Livestream offline class to students attending remotely without interruption

School ERP 
A collaborative platform to manage your administrative tasks in a few clicks

Online admissions
Effective and faster admission process. Eliminates paperwork.

Real-time communication
In-app chat, SMS, email-based communication between various stakeholders
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The NextLearningPlatform is designed to enable 
teachers and students in performing all academic 
activities like creating lesson plans, publishing 
assessments and submitting homework on one 
platform.
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18,000+ schools

NextLearningPlatform helps all the K-12 
stakeholders collaborate in the learning process
and facilitates easy and transparent communication 
among them.
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Automated Course Management: 

It is loaded with pre-created lessons and course plans mapped to various Indian and international curricula. 
Personalised content delivery ensures that each student’s knowledge gets addressed.

Auto-Recorded Live Lecture:

Facilitate an interactive and engaging virtual classroom with the best video-conferencing platform — Zoom. 
Students have unlimited access to auto-recorded lectures so that they never miss another class. 
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Comprehensive Resource Library:

Unlimited access to 7000+ hours of award-winning digital content in form of videos, pdf’s, articles, presentations and 
more. Additional access to SCORM & LTI compatible third-party resources like Khan Academy, Youtube Videos and 
Google docs encourages self-driven learning for students by providing access to content anytime & anywhere.

Personalised Homework 

Enable creation and allocation of individualised assignments, learning resources, and assessments based on 
student’s learning abilities and thereafter provides system-generated personalised remedial measures for each 
student.
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Progress and Performance Reports 

The extensive reports available on the next learning platform helps each stakeholder get a view of individual 
and overall academic performance using intelligent AI-based analytics. Predictive analytics helps understand 
the strengths and weaknesses of students while Caliper Analytics shows the educational resources used, their 
learning time, assessment scores and ERP data.

Question and Answer Forum: 

Next Learning Platform facilitates an uninterrupted communication between teachers and students across 
schools and subjects. It also allows teachers to collaborate and curate a repository of topics.
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A complete assessment management solution.

Progress report 
and analytics

Components

Question
management system

AI-enabled 
Proctoring

Customisable 
test creation

Effective assessment
evaluation 

Adaptive assessments
for maths & science
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Question Management System
It ensures that teachers get a vast array of questions across all subjects in one place. 

•     Question bank preloaded with 540,000+ questions
•     MCQs, MMCQs, and subjective formats tagged according to Bloom’s Taxonomy
•     Teachers can also upload custom questions based on their requirements
•     Identify the number of questions and their distribution based on difficulty
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Customisable Test Creation

Test creation is not a time-consuming process anymore, with Next Assessment customisable templates you can 
generate various types of tests in just three clicks. 

•     Teachers can customise tests in the online, offline and hybrid modes
•     Freedom to choose the submission window, shuffle questions, allow multiple attempts and schedule a time for     
      taking and submitting the test
•     Modify the due date of the test and allow students to take retests
•     Publish assignment windows for a particular set of students

Adaptive Assessments for Maths & Science

Powered by AI-ML, it adjusts to the learning needs of individual students. It offers two kinds of understandings:

•     Smart Concept Test based on Item Response Theory, which determines the concept-level understanding of a  
      student in a particular chapter.
•     Smart Revision Test based on Knowledge Space Theory, which gauges learners’ ability to understand an  
      entire chapter by linking various concepts within it.
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Online Proctoring

Next Proctored Exam gives teachers the relief of automated monitoring during their tests while notifying malprac-
tices by raising flags and ensuring better control during online invigilation. A comprehensive proctoring report is 
generated at the end of every test which covers the total number of flags raised, the frequency of each flag and the 
overall activity of the students.

Ensures fair testing of knowledge with unique features like:

Camera Infringement Checks

Flags for Infringement

Group Announcements

Safe-Browser

Voice Capture

Video Call one-to-one

We have emulated a real-life invigilating experience for teachers. The teacher can interact, warn or make an-
nouncements during the assessments through live chat or video call. They can also terminate the exam for a 
student indulging in malpractice.

Proctoring Window

Face Recognition

AI-Monitoring

Access to the students’ video feed in supervision mode

Live Chat one-to-one
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Effective Assessment Evaluation

Automated Evaluation
Automatic evaluation of objective questions i.e., MCQs, MMCQs, fill in the blanks, match the following, true & false, etc. 

On-Screen Evaluation  
Making a teacher’s life easy is our job and we made sure we don’t leave any stone unturned! Once students upload their 
answer sheets or attempt subjective tests, the teacher can make use of the annotation tools and correct them on-
screen to avoid the hassle of manual correction.
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Progress Reports & Analytics

Tracking a child’s academic progress is an important step in learning. Next Assessment’s intelligent and thorough 
reports help teachers give individualised attention and feedback to the child depending on the results.

•     Teachers can create actionable, personalised report cards for every student while having access to a real-time   
      view of the overall class performance. 
•     System-generated personalised remedial action plan for every student based on their performance
•     Predictive analytics points out the strengths and weaknesses of students in different subjects which teachers     
      can use to recommend corrective measures.
•     Caliper analytics helps teachers get an idea of the educational resources used by students, their learning time,   
      assessment scores and ERP data
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Our school has developed a good partnership with Next 
Education Services. Their sincerity and willingness to 
assist us around the clock has been the hallmark of our
relationship. Next Education has gone out of the way to 
add features not included in our contract. Students and 
teachers are being trained on a daily basis to perform to
their potential.

We are sure this association will help us reap great 
benefits in the future.

The Dunes International School’s association with Next Curriculum Books and
Services has been an overwhelming experience as it, in its true meaning possesses a constructivist approach to 
designing the perfect curricula. Its services received an equal appreciation from the parents due to its audiovisuals, 
hands-on activities, simulations, and well-rounded assessment solution.

The Next curriculum books are teacher friendly and do reduce teachers’ effort by providing ready-made lesson plans 
with a core focus on differentiation and inclusive learning. With Next curriculum books, the students are engaged and 
enjoy learning. I keep Next Curriculum Books and Services on my priority list and highly recommend it to educators 
around the globe.

I am continually impressed by how well the Next 
Learning Platform has swept into our academic and 
administrative processes. Teachers and students 
love this LMS and it has made all our lives easy. The 
management appreciates the efforts of Next Education 
is walking a step ahead always. We are happy to be 
using their books, digital content, school management 
system, learning management system, assessments 
management system and we are overwhelmed with 
continuous training and support.

T. Mohanachandran
Chairman
Global Indian School LLC

Paramjit Ahluwalia
Principal
Dunes International School Abu Dhabi

Mr Asmal KC
Owner,
Woodlem Park School, Ajman
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Clients
Abu Dhabi Indian School
Al Wathba

Indian Excellence
Sharjah

DPS Ajman

Olive School Doha Wise Indian School
Ajman

Indian Educational School

India International School
Tabuk

India International School,
Jeddah
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UAE

IndiaUganda

Oman

UAE

KSA

Qatar
Kuwait



Next Education Services LLC
135A, Hamsah A Building , (Ansar Gallery Complex), Mezzanine Floor,

Al Karama, Dubai, UAE.
P.O Box: 122709
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